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We color the nodes of a graph by first applying successive contractions to non- 
adjacent nodes until we get a clique; then we color the clique and decontract the 
graph. We show that this algorithm provides a minimum coloring and a maximum 
clique for any Meyniel graph by using a simple rule for choosing which nodes are 
to be contracted. This O(n’) algorithm is much simpler than those already existing 
for Meyniel graphs. Moreover, the optimahty of this algorithm for Meyniel graphs 
provides an alternate nice proof of the following result of Hoang: a graph G is 
Meyniel if and only if, for any induced subgraph of G, each node belongs to a stable 
set that meets all maximal cliques. Finally we give a new characterization for 
Meyniel graphs. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The chromatic number x(G) of a graph is the least number of colors 
needed to color the nodes in such a way that no two adjacent nodes have 
the same color. Determining x(G) in general graphs is an NP-complete 
problem. 
A clique is a set of pairwise adjacent nodes and the clique number o(G) 
of a graph G is the greatest size of a clique in G. In general w(G) < x(G). 
A graph G which satisfies w(G’) = x(G’) for any induced subgraph G’ of G 
is called perfect [ 11. 
Let us define a contraction of two non-adjacent nodes x and y in a 
graph G as the operation which consists in deleting nodes x and y from G 
and replacing them by a new node (xy) adjacent to every neighbour of x 
or y in G. 
Any graph G can be transformed into a clique of cardinality x(G) by 
successive contractions of non-adjacent nodes: take any coloring of G in 
x(G) colors, contract first the nodes of color 1, then those of color 2, and 
so on until the remaining graph is a clique. 
Here we are interested in the following algorithm for coloring the nodes 
of a graph G: 
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ALGORITHM COLOR: 
initialization: Go := G; k := 0; 
while Gk is not a clique do 
choose two non-adjacent nodes xk and y,; 
construct G, + i by contracting xk and yk into a node (xy)k+ i ; 
k :=k+ 1; 
end while; 
color Gk (which is now a clique); 
while k # 0 do 
k :=k- 1; 
decontract Gk+ i (by giving to xk and yk the same color as (xY)~+ ,); 
end while. 
This algorithm depends on the rule for choosing the nodes xk and yk 
which are contracted. Moreover, if during the whole process we never 
increase the size of the largest clique in G, this algorithm provides a mini- 
mum coloring. 
In the next section, we shall give a simple rule W for choosing the nodes 
which will be contracted, and we shall prove that the algorithm COLOR 
based on rule &? always produces a minimum coloring for graphs in which 
every induced odd cycle of length > 3 has at least two chords: such graphs 
are called Meyniel graphs [9]. 
A stable set is a set of pairwise non-adjacent nodes. Hoang [S] has 
proved that a graph G is Meyniel if and only if, for any induced subgraph 
G’ of G, each node belongs to a stable set that meets all maximal cliques 
(here “maximal” is meant with respect to set inclusion, not size). In 
Section 3 we show how the optimality of the algorithm COLOR based on 
rule W gives a new proof of this result. 
Let us consider any coloring of a graph G. If for any clique K in G there 
exists a clique K’ containing K and such that all colors i < min{ c I color c 
occurs in K} appear in K’, then the coloring is called strongly canonical 
[123. We shall prove the following characterization for Meyniel graphs: a 
graph G is Meyniel if and only if for any induced subgraph G’ of G the 
algorithm COLOR based on rule 9 gives a strongly canonical coloring 
to G’. 
Finally we discuss the problem of finding a maximum clique in Meyniel 
graphs. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph; we shall denote by: 
N(x)~ Nk(X) the set of all the neighbours of x in G, resp. G,. 
cc,, . . . . +I a chain such that [ci, ci+ r] E E for any i (0 < i-c k) 
CC 0, . . . . ck, CO] a cycle where [co, . . . . cJ is a chain and [co, ck] E E. 
All graph theoretical terms not defined here can be found in Berge [2] 
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2. How TO COLOR MEYNIEL GRAPHS 
Meyniel graphs are perfect [9] and Griitschel, Lovasz, and Schrijver 
have given a polynomial time algorithm based on the ellipsoid method for 
finding a minimum coloring for perfect graphs in general [6]. 
Hohng has given a simpler algorithm for Meyniel graphs [S], but this 
algorithm is O(n8) (throughout this paper n denotes the number of nodes 
in a graph). More specialized algorithms have been developed for sub- 
classes of Meyniel graphs such as i-triangulated [ 141 or parity graphs [S] 
with lower complexity. 
The algorithm we propose here is O(n3) and thus drastically reduces the 
complexity of finding x(G) in Meyniel graphs. 
Let us now define a rule B for choosing the nodes .x~ and y, in G, 
(k>O) which will be contracted: 
Initialization: (xY)~ is any node in G. 
Rule .B’ for choosing xk and y, in G,: 
- If there is at least one node not adjacent to (xY)~ then xk := (xY)~, 
else choose for xk any node not adjacent to every other node in G,; 
- Choose for y, any node not adjacent to xk such that 
lNk(xk) n NJ yk)l 2 INk(xk) n NJz)I for any node z not adjacent 
to Xk. 
This rule is quite intuitive since we contract two nodes as “similar” as 
possible with respect to their set of neighbours and we give them later the 
same color. 
Figure 1 shows an example of application of the algorithm COLOR 


























By looking at Fig. 1, we can remark that Gi is an odd cycle on live nodes 
with one chord and thus is not Meyniel. But we can also observe that node 
(xy), is endpoint of the unique chord of this cycle. We shall now define a 
new class of perfect graphs which is a little larger than the class of Meyniel 
graphs. 
DEFINITION. A graph G is a quasi-Meyniel graph if 
- every odd cycle of length >3 has at least one chord 
- all edges which are the unique chord in some odd cycle of length 
>3 have a common endpoint. 
Meyniel graphs are obviously quasi-Meyniel; but every odd cycle of 
length >3 with exactly one chord is quasi-Meyniel and thus this new class 
of graphs strictly contains all Meyniel graphs. 
We shall now prove that by using the algorithm COLOR based on rule 
,!4? we have the following property on every Gk (ka0): 
Property 9 
- G, is quasi-Meyniel 
- Node (.~y)~ is the common endpoint to all edges which are the 
unique chord in some odd cycle of length >3. 
Initially, G, is a Meyniel graph and property .9 is trivially verified. Let 
us make an induction on k and let us suppose that Gk (0~ k< r) verities 
property 9. We shall prove now that G,, i also verifies property 9’. 
We need one more definition which has been proposed by Meyniel [ 111. 
DEFINITION. Two non-adjacent nodes x and y form an even pair if there 
is no induced odd chordless chain joining x to y. 
The reader has to keep in mind that if (~y)~ is endpoint of the unique 
chord of some odd cycle of length >3 in Gk, then (xY)~ is not adjacent to 
at least one node in Gk and rule W chooses node xk equal to (xY)~. 
LEMMA 1. Nodes x, and y, form an even pair in G,. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there is an induced odd chordless chain C = 
[co =x,3 Cl 2 ..., czk + , = y,] joining x, to yr. 
Since 1 N,(x,) n Nr(c2)1 2 1, there is a node z adjacent to x, and y, but 
not to c2. Now [c,, . . . . c Zk+ i, z, co] contains an induced odd cycle of 
length >3 with one chord. The only possible endpoints for this chord are 
z and cj (1 d i < 2k, i # 2). By our induction hypothesis (xy), is endpoint of 
this chord and this contradicts rule 99. 1 
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LEMMA 2. Grfl does not contain any induced odd chordless cycle of 
length > 3. 
ProoJ Let C = [c, , . . . . cIk + 1, c1 ] (k 3 2) be an induced odd chordless 
cycle in G,, 1. Node (xy),, 1 must be in C since otherwise G, would 
contain C and this would contradict our induction hypothesis. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that (xY),,~ = cl. Neither x, 
nor y, can be adjacent to both c2 and czk+ 1 in G, since otherwise G, would 
contain an induced odd chordless cycle of length 2k + 1 > 3. So we may 
suppose that X, is adjacent to c2 and y, to czk+, . 
Now LX,, Cz, . . . . C2k + I, Y,  ] is an induced odd chordless chain joining x, 
to y, in G,, and this contradicts Lemma 1. u 
LEMMA 3. In G,, 1, node (.~y)~+, is the common endpoint to all edges 
which are the unique chord of some odd cycle of length > 3. 
Proof Let C= [c,, . . . . c~~+~, c,] (k>2) be an induced odd cycle in 
G r+l with exactly one chord; by Lemma 2 we know that it is a short 
chord, so let [c,, c*k+ ,] be this chord. 
Node by), + 1 must be in this cycle since otherwise G, would contain C, 
x, and y, would not be in C, and by induction hypothesis (xy), would be 
one of the nodes c2 or czk + 1 ; this contradicts rule B. 
Case 1. (my),+ 1 = cl. 
Neither x, nor y, can be adjacent to both c2 and c2k+ 1 in G, since 
otherwise G, would contain an induced odd cycle of length 2k + 1 > 3 with 
one chord [c,, clk+l ] and by our induction hypothesis (xy), is endpoint 
of this chord; this contradicts rule 9. So we may assume that x, is adjacent 
to c2 and y, to czk+,. 
Now LX,, C23 c2k+l, Y, ] is an induced odd chordless chain joining x, to 
y, in G,, and this contradicts Lemma 1. 
Case 2. (xy),+,=ci (3<i<2k). 
For the same reason as in case 1, neither x, nor y, can be adjacent to 
both ci- 1 and ci+ I in G,. So we may assume that X, is adjacent to c,+ , and 
Yi- to ci+ 1. 
Let us consider now a node w  which has at least one common neighbour 
with x,; if x, = c3 we may choose w  equal to czk + , , otherwise we consider 
w  equal to ci-2. Since IN,(x,) n N,(w)1 2 1, there is a node z adjacent to 
x, and y, but not to w. 
Let us consider the induced even cycle D = [cl, . . . . ci- 1, x,, Z, 
y,, Ci+ 1, . . . . c2k+, , c2] in G,. Node z cannot be linked to two consecutive 
nodes of this cycle since otherwise D would contain an induced odd cycle 
of length > 3 with at most one chord. The only possible endpoints for this 
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chord are nodes z and cj (j# 1, i). By our induction hypothesis (xy), is 
endpoint of this chord and this contradicts rule 99. 
Now if z is not adjacent to c, then the cycle [c,, . . . . ciPl, x,, -7, 
Yrv ci+19 ...9 C2k+13 c,] contains an induced odd cycle of length >3 with at 
most one chord [c,, Cam+ 1], and if z is adjacent to c1 then either 
CZ, Cl, -., ci- I, X,, 21 or CZ, Y,, C, + I, -, C 2k + , , cl, z] contains an induced 
odd cycle of length >3 with at most one chord [z, cj] (j# 1, i). By our 
induction hypothesis (xy), must be endpoint of one of these chords and 
thus cannot be equal to x,; this contradicts rule 9. 1 
Now we can prove the main theorem: 
THEOREM 1. The algorithm COLOR based on rule 9 provides a 
minimum coloring for any Meyniel graphs G. 
Proof: It is easy to see that contracting an even pair in a graph G gives 
a graph G’ with o(G’) = w(G), and by Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 we know that 
we always contract an even pair until we get Gk which is a clique. 
So G is colored with exactly x(G,) = w(G~) = w(G) colors. 1 
Choosing nodes xk and y, by rule W can be done in O(n2) time, and 
since we have to apply at most n contractions, we can color any Meyniel 
graph G with x(G) colors in O(n3) time. 
3. A RELATED RESULT 
The algorithm developed by Hoang [8] for coloring Meyniel graphs is 
based on a procedure which given a Meyniel graph G provides a stable set 
that meets all maximal cliques in G (here “maximal” is meant with respect 
to set inclusion, not size). 
Let G be a Meyniel graph which is not a clique and let us apply the 
algorithm COLOR based on rule 9. Let s be the smallest index such that 
x, = (xy), and either G,, , is a clique or else x,, , # (xy),, i. We can prove 
the following result: 
THEOREM 2. The set S= {x0, y,, yl, . . . . y,> is a stable set that meets all 
maximal cliques in G. 
Proof: At each step we contract two non-adjacent nodes xk and y, and 
replace them by a new node (xY)~ + , adjacent to every neighbour of xk or 
y,; this implies that S is a stable set. 
Let K be a maximal clique in G that S does not meet. Let t be the 
smallest index (0 < t < s + 1) such that { (xy),} u K is a clique in G, (index 
t exists since { (xy), + , } u K is a clique in G,s+,). 
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Index t is greater than zero since otherwise { (xY)~} u K would be a 
clique in G contradicting the maximality of K. 
Node y,_ i cannot be adjacent to every node of K in G,_ , since 
otherwise { y,- i} u K would be a clique in G. 
Let k, (resp. k2) E K be a node not adjacent to (xy ), ~ , (resp. y, _ i ). Since 
(xy), is adjacent to every node of K in G,, we have that nodes k, and k, 
are different, (xv),_, is adjacent to ka, and y,- , is adjacent to k,. 
Now the chordless chain [S,_,=(xy)r-,,kz,kl, y-,] in G,+, 
contradicts Lemma 1. i 
The algorithm proposed by Hoang for finding a stable set S that meets 
all maximal cliques is in O(n’). Ours works in O(n2 IS]) and thus drasti- 
cally reduces the complexity for finding such a stable set in a Meyniel 
graph. 
In his paper, Hoang proved the following theorem which was first 
conjectured by Meyniel: 
THEOREM 3 (Hoang). A graph is Meyniel if and only if, for any subgraph 
G’ of G, each node belongs to a stable set that meets all maximal cliques. 
The “if” part can be easily settled by observing that if G is any odd cycle 
CC 1 > . . . . cZk+,, c,] (k32) with at most one chord [c,, cZk+i], then node cl 
does not belong to a stable set which meets all maximal cliques. 
Moreover, the algorithm COLOR based on rule 99 chooses node .x0 
arbitrarily among those which are not adjacent to every other node in G. 
So Theorem 3 is a corollary of Theorem 2. 
Berge and Duchet [3] defined a graph to be strongly perfect if each 
induced subgraph G’ of G contains a stable set that meets all maximal 
cliques. Ravindra [ 131 proved that Meyniel graphs are strongly perfect. 
A coloring of a graph G is called strongly canonical [ 123 if for any clique 
K in G there exists a clique K’ containing K and such that all colors 
i < min{ c/color c occurs in K} appear in K’. Preissmann and de Werra 
[ 123 proved that a graph G is strongly perfect if and only if every induced 
subgraph G’ of G has a strongly canonical coloring. 
Let us apply the algorithm COLOR to a graph G and let G, be the final 
clique. Let N be the subset of nodes in G, which contains all nodes 
generated from successive contractions; the other nodes in Gk are original 
ones in G. We can order the nodes in N in such a way that for any pair 
of nodes x, y in N we have x < y if and only if the contractions which gave 
nodes x have been performed before those which gave node y. 
From now on, when applying the algorithm COLOR to a graph G, we 
shall always color the final clique G, by giving the first colors to the nodes 
in N according to the order <. We shall say that the graph G is 9-perfect 
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if for any induced subgraph G’ of G, the algorithm COLOR based on rule 
W gives a strongly canonical coloring to G’. 
Now we can state a new characterization for Meyniel graphs: 
THEOREM 4. A graph is Meyniel if and only if it is a-perfect. 
Proof: (3) Let us apply the algorithm COLOR based on rule 9 to 
a Meyniel graph G and let G, be the final clique. Let us denote by ki the 
node in Gk which has color i. Every node ki represents a stable set Si in 
G which is exactly the set of nodes with color i. Let K be a clique in G and 
let c be the smallest color appearing in K. If c= 1, there is nothing to 
prove, so let us assume that c > 1. By Theorem 2, we know that for any i, 
Si is a stable set that meets all maximal cliques in the subgraph of G 
induced by the nodes of colors ~i. So we can expand K into a clique K’ 
containing all colors smaller than c. 
(-=) If G contains an odd cycle [c,, . . . . cZk+, , ci] (k > 2) with at 
most one chord [cZ, c Zk+ ,I, then by applying the algorithm COLOR 
based on rule .9 on this cycle and by choosing (xy), equal to c,, we shall 
get a clique K containing two nodes of color 2 and 3 which cannot be 
expanded to a clique containing a node of color 1. 1 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
For any Meyniel graph G we can find a clique of size o(G) in O(n3) 
time; we just have to follow the clique during the decontraction process: 
if K is a clique of maximal size in G, (r B 1) then 
- if (xy), does not belong to K then K is also of maximal size in G,- 1 
- if (xy), belongs to K then either x,_ i or y,-, is adjacent to every 
node in K- { (xy),}. 
In fact, the algorithm COLOR based on rule 9 can provide an optimum 
(strongly canonical) coloring and a clique of maximal size in any quasi- 
Meyniel graph. We just have to change the choice of (xY)~ in the initializa- 
tion. Instead of choosing for (xy), any node x in G, we choose a node such 
that all the induced odd cycles of length >3 with exactly one chord in G 
have this node as endpoint. 
Bertschi [4] has introduced the two following definitions: 
A graph G is even contractile if either G is a clique or else there exists a 
sequence G = G,, G,, . . . . G, such that for every i= 1, . . . . q Gi is obtained 
from Gi- i by a contraction on an even pair and G, is a clique. 
A graph G is perfectly contractile if every induced subgraph is even 
contractile. 
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Using this terminology, it is already known that perfectly orderable 
graphs [7], clique separable graphs (hence also i-triangulated graphs) [4], 
and parity graphs [4] are perfectly contractile. 
Bertschi [4] conjectured that Meyniel graphs are also perfectly contrac- 
tile. We can give a positive answer to this conjecture since the results of 
Section 2 imply the following property: 
Property 1. Quasi-Meyniel graphs are perfectly contractile. 
We shall now answer a question raised by Meyniel in [ 10 J. We need two 
more definitions. 
Let f be a coloring of a graph G in k colors (k-coloring for short). Let 
i and j be two different colors and let H be a connected component of the 
subgraph of G induced by the nodes with color i or j. We can construct a 
new k-coloring g of G by interchanging the colors i and j for all the nodes 
in H. We say that g is obtained from f by a k-switching. 
Two k-colorings f and g are k-Kempe-equivalent [lo] if there exists a 
sequence of k-colorings f = so, f,, . . . . f, = g such that for every i = 1, . . . . q 
the k-coloring fi is obtained from fifi, by a k-switching. 
Now it is easy to observe that the following property is a direct conse- 
quence of property 1 and gives a positive answer to a question raised in 
[lo] for Meyniel graphs: 
Property 2. All k-colorings of a quasi-Meyniel graph are k-Kempe- 
equivalent. 
The graphs G for which any induced subgraph G’ either contains an even 
pair or else is a clique are called strict quasi-parity graphs; Meyniel [11] 
proved that these graphs are perfect and a direct corollary of Lemma 1 is 
that quasi-Meyniel graphs are strict quasi-parity. 
Other rules might be imagined for choosing the nodes which are to be 
contracted. In order to ensure that o(G,) = o(G,+ ,) we have to choose 
nodes .xk and yk which cannot be joined by an induced chordless chain 
with three edges. 
Such a pair of nodes always exists in any strict quasi-parity graph G 
which is not a clique since G always contains an even pair; so it seems 
favorable to remain in this class of graphs. But the main difficulties are the 
following ones: 
- how can we find such an even pair? 
- which rule will keep G, a strict quasi-parity graph during the 
whole process? 
Note. A related result was mentioned by an anonymous referee. In the 
paper “Optimizing Weakly Triangulated Graphs” by Hayward, Hoang, 
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and Maffray, (Graphs and Combinatorics 5 (1989), 339-349) it is proved 
that a weakly triangulated graph can be reduced by contracting on 2-pairs. 
This operation preserves the property of the graph of being weakly 
triangulated and yields a polynomial algorithm for solving the maximum 
clique and minimum coloring problems. 
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